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Pendulum-Type Diagonal Cutting
(Patent registered in Japan)

Angled slicing is achieved with a pendulum-type swinging motion.

Offsetting the feed mechanism from the bearing 
point places the leading edge of the raw material 
against the band saw at an angle.

Delivering the best slanted cuts
with an original slicing technique:

pendulum-type diagonal swing-cutting.
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Challenging “Perfection”

［Specifications］

［Dimensions］

Slicing method

Blade type

Feed method

Back-and-forth vertical swinging of meat compartment

Band knife (straight blade)

Forced feeding with meat pressing plate and conveyor belt

AY-332 AY-332-J

1～20mm 5～20mm

1080kg 1070kg

20-80 strokes/min (Steplessly variable)

Three-phase 200V 20A

Comparable to standard utility water supply
(侒0.2 MPa)

Ｗ65×Ｈ15-H65×Ｌ600mm(4rows）
Replaceable top feed cassettes (15, 40, 65)

Max.raw material
dimensions

 -1 to 5°C (Optimal range: 2°C to 3°C)
※May vary somewhat depending on raw materiaSlicing temperature

Slice thickness

Slice speed

【Material input side】
Firmly holds by upper and lower
meat feed. Slices are made with
precise thickness.

Pendulum-Type Diagonal
Cutting image

0.5‒1.0 MPa 300 L/min 0.5‒1.0 MPa 250 L/minAir

Water

Optional
accessories

Unit dimensions

Unit weight

Side table, 2-level table
(Weight: 20 kg) なし

なしWiFi

Overlapping pattern
(Intermittent and
continuous optional)

Intermittent and
continuous optionalSliced Meat Array

AC200V　1.98ｋＷ AC200V　1.86ｋＷPower

Model

Power supply capacity
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9
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●Specialized diagonal-cut slicer from our Non-Circular Blade Series 
　known for the solid performance history of its “A to Z” and “A to X” 
　models. Delivers cleanly cut slices of uniform thickness with a band 
　knife that features automatic sharpening and cleaning.
●Reliably slices meat even in above-freezing temperature ranges.
●Furnished with a meat securement plate to achieve improved yield 
　rates, slicing right up to the last edges or “seams” in cuts of meat.
●Enables continuous insertion of raw materials. High operational
　efficiency leads to greater profitability.
●Design that prioritizes operability and safety allows the unit to be
　used with peace of mind by even workers with little experience.

W1,410×L2,770×H2,007mm


